
Lesson Plan*

LESSON TITLE: 

SUMMARY:

GRADE BAND: TIME REQUIRED:

3-5 High School

Materials List (i.e., string, digital diary, raspberry pi, web link, drone):

Describe any Previous Knowledge that may be Required:

K-2 6-8 minutes

LESSON LEARNING OUTCOMES:  Upon completion of this lesson, students will be able to: 
Outcome Examples



- Describe the Focused Activity:

- Describe the Teacher Instruction:

How will you facilitate the learning? 
- Describe the Warm-up Activity:



Mapping to GenCyber Cybersecurity First Principles:

Abstraction 

Data Hiding

Mapping to GenCyber Cybersecurity Concepts:

Domain Separation

Process Isolation

Resource Encapsulation

Modularity

Least Privilege

Layering

Simplicity

Minimization

Defense in Depth

Confidentiality

Integrity

Availability

Think Like an Adversary

Keep It Simple

Assessment of Learning:

TYPE (Examples listed below) NAME/DESCRIPTION

Accommodations: (Examples may include closed captioning for hearing impaired students; 
accommodations for students with disabilities.)



Describe any Extension Activities (i.e., ideas for further work):

Acknowledgements:

*The GenCyber website may contain links to external websites that are not government-owned or government-sponsored provided as a
convenience to our users.  The National Security Agency does not exercise any editorial control over the information found at these locations.
The hyperlinks are provided for general informational purposes only and the National Security Agency neither controls nor guarantees the
accuracy, relevance, timeliness, or completeness of any information contained in non-government website links.  The National Security Agency
neither endorses nor guarantees in any way the external organizations, services, advice, or products included in these non-government website
links.  All links are provided consistent with the mission of this website.
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	Lesson Title: Talk the Talk - Getting to Know the GenCyber Cybersecurity Concepts
	Summary: In a variety of ways, students will interact with the cybersecurity concepts and vocabulary needed to be successful throughout the week of camp.  Individual challenges, partner activities, group games and the creation of posters and videos (given time) will be used to make meaningful connections between the concepts and students' experiences.
	K-2: Off
	3-5: Off
	6-8: Yes
	High School: Yes
	Minutes: 100
	Facilitate The Learning: None
	Materials List: Instructional computer, as well as individual computers for students or cellphonesGuided notesPrepared online learning tools (Quizizz, Quizlet, Gimkit, Flipgrid)PosterboardMarkersMasking TapeGmail accounts for each learner
	Lesson Outcome:  Identify the six GenCyber Cybersecurity Concepts Discuss and provide examples of instances which apply the cybersecurity concepts. Design creative posters which clearly define the GenCyber Cybersecurity Concepts. Create a video offering information about each cybersecurity concept and utilizing the      poster as an aid (given time) 
	Bloom Taxonomy: Design/BuildTest/DefendCompare/ContrastApply/UseExplain/DiscussIdentify/Describe
	Acknowledgements: GenCyber Cyber-Security Concepts
	Extension Activities: The entire week of camp should contain lessons which continually cause the students to reflect on and apply the six GenCyber Cybersecurity Concepts.
	Focused Activity: FIRST 50 MINUTES:  Students will master the 6 Cybersecurity Concepts in a variety of games and reflective discussionSECOND 50 MINUTES:  Students will apply the 6 Cybersecurity Concepts in the creation of a poster to decorate camp with and in a Flipgrid video for the IUP GenCyber resources.
	Teacher Instruction: FIRST 50 MINUTES:1) Hook students with a cute video about language barriers.2) Provide a concrete resource about the six GenCyber cybersecurity concepts via guided notes.3) Allow for individual reflection with guided notes while completing a Quizizz.4) Discuss the most missed questions on Quizizz or with any other areas of confusion.5) Allow for partner communication about the cybersecurity concepts on Quizlet - play "Match."6) Conduct a competition with the whole group using Gimkit.SECOND 50 MINUTES:5) Groups (2-3 students) brainstorm a poster defining and depicting each of the 6 cyber security concepts. 6) Create the poster with the following guidelines:  neat, not crowded, clear definition, relevant examples listed, visual application to demonstrate the concept.7) Create a Flipgrid Video (on cellphones if webcams are unavailable), using the poster as a visual aid.
	Process Isolation: Off
	Resource: Off
	Modularity: Off
	Least Privilege: Off
	Abstraction: Off
	Data Hiding: Off
	Layering: Off
	Conceptually: Off
	Minimization: Off
	Domain Separation: Off
	Defense in Depth: Yes
	Confidentiality: Yes
	Integrity: Yes
	Availability: Yes
	Adversary: Yes
	Simple: Yes
	Previous Knowledge: Hook: Cute Facebook video of language barriersGuided Notes: Define Six Cybersecurity Concepts explicitly. Provide examples.
	Assessment Type: [Quiz/Test]
	Name/Description: Quizizz results for individuals (scores)Quizlet results for partners (times)Gimkit results for individuals (scores)Poster content for groupsFlipgrid explanations for groups
	Accommodations: Students without Gmail accounts will need to create Gmail accounts for the activities.Students with visual impairments may need to enlarge text on computer screens.Students without cellphones or webcams may need to share with others.Brighter, self-motivated or former campers could also study and apply the 10 GenCyber Cybersecurity Principles and examine their relationships to the 6 Concepts.


